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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP3421320A1] Mechanism for opening of the roof with single-sided vertical final closing includes the manual wheel (10), which is connected
to the control shaft (8) through the gear box (9), on both ends of the control shaft (8), the cranks (7) are installed and they are connected to the
control draw rod (6), which is connected by means of an articulation with the lifting draw rod (2) for lifting of the roof (11) during opening on one edge
of the nozzle of the filling opening, the other end of the lifting draw rod (2) is connected to the roof (11), the control draw rod (6) is also connected
with the rotary arm (4), the rotary arm (4) is pivotally fixed in the first installation (5) and it is connected with the pushing draw rod (3), the second end
of which is connected with the arm (1), the arm (1) is also connected with the second installation (5a) and the roof (11), whereby all connections are
articulated ones.
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